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DOLLY'S STORY by Kris Field
On May 19, 2012, I received a call from a lady named Mary* who said that she had seven cats and they got
away from her when she was in the process of moving. She said that she was able to capture five of them but
two were feral. She then said that she got locked out of her house by the landlady and consequently was moving
to another state. She currently lived in unincorporated Arapahoe County.
Later I found out that actually what happened was that
she tried to jam all of her cats into a small jeep and the
carriers would not all fit, so she decided to only take
with her the cats that were more easily handled.
Mary said that she was leaving in a few days and that
she would take her jeep and some stuff, then come back
in a few days for the rest of her possessions. I offered a
million times to loan her traps so that she could catch
the two that were at large but she declined, saying she
would be back in a few days, so they would be fine. In
the meantime, Lori Swenson, Animal Control Officer
for Aurora Animal Control and a great personal friend
to me and to all animals, and cat rescuer Joyce Stiles
went out to try to trap the two missing cats but
Dolly shortly after her amputation surgery, recovering at
Kellie's. Photo by Kellie Cremer.

succeeded only in getting a raccoon and another at-large
but tame kitty. Joyce took this tabby cat home with her to
take care of and to put up for adoption.
Then on May 22 when she had returned from her trip,
Mary called me to say that her ragdoll cat Dolly* had
injured herself and was "open-mouth breathing and her
hind leg was rotated totally around." I begged her to let
us help. She said that she did not know what to do, so I
used all of my connections to get an ACO dispatched.
That took about an hour. When he got there, both he and
Mary together had Dolly backed up against a high wall
but were unable to catch her. She escaped over the wall,
broken leg and all. How she cleared a 6-foot tall fence
with a paralyzed leg is amazing.

Ragdoll Cat Dolly. Photo by Kellie Cremer.
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Many back and forth telephone calls and dozens of emails later, Mary told me that she would stay in town until
she caught Dolly. I had made arrangements for an entire trapping team, including Dr. Erica Rambus, to help
catch Dolly. I dispatched my friend Lori Swenson, who had been in on this since the beginning.
So, apparently while I was making all of these big plans
to trap Dolly, Mary had loaded up her truck and left
town. The entire time we were talking on the phone she
was driving on the highway, leaving her baby behind to
be eaten or dismembered by foxes or coyotes.

Dolly shortly after her amputation. Photo by Kellie Cremer.

This is actually a very long and sad story . . . but to save
time, let me say that Lori actually was able to trap Dolly
on June 3 and to get her into the Aurora pound. In the
next few days, and after another hundred phone calls to
surgeons and clinics and possible foster homes and
fundraising, it was determined that Dolly needed her leg
amputated and the shelter could only keep her for
THREE days. I made final arrangements with Pets on
Broadway to do the amputation. Thank you to Dr. Mac
Griffin for his awesome surgery and amazing discount.
There is no way we could have saved her without his
help.

The next phase was then getting her into a foster home, and that's where Kellie Cremer came in. Without a
second thought, she offered to take on the difficult and time-consuming rehab process of working with a feral
cat with an amputation. What a life-saving angel she is.
Then the best part of all, the best ENDING of all, came
when Dolly got adopted . . . thank you Valerie Crites,
postal carrier in Evergreen, who stepped right up and fell
in love with and adopted this scared, broken, abandoned
kitty. We sent out a message to the universe, calling all
angels--and they came--and they came--and they came.
Thank you Joyce Stiles, Mac Griffin, Lori Swenson, Erica
Rambus, Kellie Cremer (foster mom who generously
donated Dolly's toys, collar, blanket, carrier and other
goodies to Valerie), Lisa Mendelsberg (Colorado Animal
Rescue Express),Valerie Crites, and all of the angels who
made
awesome
donations
and
everyone
else who
Dolly with new mom Valerie (right) and Valerie's
played a
mother Noreen (left). Photo by Kellie Cremer.
role in
saving this unfortunate kitty, the unlucky girl who got left behind
by her mom but now has found love in oh so many ways and has
her own dog now who adores her!
Way to go, Dolly. And thank you kitty angels. You truly outdid
yourselves on this one. Bless all of you angels: the ones with
wings and the ones with legs. If you hear the collective sighs of
gratitude from all of us, this one's for you!
*Not their real names.
Dolly on her chair in her own bedroom after
being adopted. Photo by Valerie Crites.
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An interview with Valerie by Eluise Marvin: Valerie's friend Jeannine
Donohoe persuaded Valerie to adopt Dolly because Valerie's 20-year
old cat had to be put to sleep and there was now room for Dolly.
Taking on a feral cat was new, however, as Valerie had no idea how to
proceed or what she had gotten herself into. She was very nervous
about the undertaking but thought, "What could it hurt?" But she did
everything right.
First, she isolated Dolly in the spare bedroom and let the two other
sister cats in the house sniff but not otherwise interact with Dolly.
After two months to the day, Dolly dared to approach Valerie and
sniffed her hand. How did Valerie do it? She spent time in Dolly's
room every day talking to her and playing with Dolly's toys. Once
touch was established, Dolly seemed to like the attention from Valerie.
Eventually, after four months, Dolly was able to emerge from her
room and interact with the other animals. Kip the cat totally ignores
Dolly but the other cat Dani will sleep near her.

Surrounded by her toys, Dolly relaxes in
her bedroom, missing her left rear leg.
Photo by Valerie Crites.

Dani likes to chase Dolly, but the dog Stretch protects Dolly by
heading Dani off and running interference whenever he can. Dolly
and Stretch have formed a remarkable bond--they are best friends. Dolly loves to be petted, will purr and be
affectionate, but Valerie has not attempted to pick her up yet. Valerie says she feels that Dolly was sent by God:
"She's just a love."
All these people donated toward Dolly's rescue. Without them, there would have been no happy ending.
Jackie Clark
Dr. Cathy Comstock
Dena Culver
Gay Dickerson
Jeannine Donohoe
Susan Herrera

J.J. and Lorna Joslin
Eva Keleti
Linda Martin
Eluise Marvin
Mell McDonnell
Lisa Mendelsberg (C.A.R.E.)

Tana Pittman
Eileen Shellman
Margery Smith
Diana Stone
Jean Van Loan

WYOMING CAT HOARDING SEIZURE
The next issue will highlight the very sad but also triumphant story
(for the ones we were able to get to Denver) of the Wyoming cat
seizure of December 2012. Even though it was over half a year ago,
Kris is still too troubled by her experience there to write about it just
yet. Over 200 cats. Many could not be saved due to poor or no
medical care they received at the Casper shelter. And the hoarding
situation is probably continuing. Stay tuned . . .

POISONOUS PINESOL
A quick reminder from Kris Field that pine trees and their byproducts are poisonous to cats. If you clean with Pinesol, be aware
that it is highly toxic to your feline pets. She recommends diluted
Clorox with multiple rinsings as the best way to clean.

Gay Dickerson and Pam Dickerson
prepare to leave Casper with one of four
emergency transports.
Photo credit unknown.

AUTHOR SUZANNE YOUNG, A LOYAL SUPPORTER
Congratulations to mystery writer Suzanne, a generous friend to the shelter, who was voted
"a favorite winter read" by Colorado Country Magazine and is among the most popular
Kindle authors in mysteries. Her Edna Davies books--Murder by Yew, Murder by Proxy
and soon-to-be-published Murder by Mishap--are making their way to audio book format in
addition to "normal" books and Kindle versions. Way to go Suzanne!
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Honeybear Field
Cat hairdresser, meteorologist, disaster responder and
beloved life-partner.

2-14-87 to 1-31-13

Hello again everyone. This
is Honeybear, Emergency/
Disaster Liaison and Pet
Lead for BCRO.

His memoriam will be in the next newsletter.

GREEN BUDDIES FOOD DONATION
There's a wonderful grocery store for dogs and cats in Denver, Green Buddies, that sells only American made
food for pets. Green Buddies deserves a giant thank you for its recent donation of 1,100 pounds of dry and
canned cat food to Barnwater Cats. In turn, Kris donated about 600 pounds of that food to Janet Beard, who
feeds over 2,000 feral cats via a network of a hundred feeders in the greater Denver area. This group had not had
food donated to it since December! Barnwater Cats decided that there was no better way to share this bounty
than to share with Janet and her troop. About 200 pounds went to Angels with
Paws. Half of the remainder was kept at Barnwater and the other half was
distributed to individuals who are involved with feline
rescue but are not formally affiliated with an organization.
Suann and Josef Brehn of Green Buddies are to be
commended for their caring donation that will help so
many animals. Their store is on Colfax two blocks west of
Colorado Boulevard, with plenty of free parking.
Suann with Barnwater Cat Zooey and Josef with BCRO cat Mac at
the shelter. Photos by Kris Field.

GREEN BUDDIES U.S.A., 3805 East Colfax, Denver 80206, 303-316-0740
www.greenbuddiesusa.com

IT'S CHRISTMAS ALL YEAR
Thanks to Lisa Boyum, BCRO is enjoying this beautiful handmade Christmas wreath. It is
so attractive that Kris is leaving it up year-round.

A SUCCESSFUL YARD SALE
Our June yard sale turned out to be a great fundraiser for the shelter, raising over eleven
hundred dollars through sales and donations. In spite of fewer volunteers than usual, it
was well worth it, thanks to Gay Dickerson, Justin Loerwald, Andrea Luethge and Eluise
Marvin, all of whom worked almost the entire time from 6:30 a.m.'s set up to after 4 p.m.
for clean up. Unsold items went to the Salvation Army and unsold clothing went to the
victims of the Downing Street fire, so many people benefited from your support. Thank
you.
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Lisa's wreath.
Photo by Kris Field.

DOWNING STREET FIRE by Kris Field
This is a story about fire, fear, death, friendship, kindness, heroism, recovery and hope. This is a story about
people helping people who have been affected by unimaginable losses. And this is a story about making a
difference.
The story started May 6th at 4:14 a.m. when I received a call from Response
on Call for the Mile High Chapter of the American Red Cross. I am a
Captain on Disaster Action Team Team D and I was told that my response
was needed for a 40-unit apartment fire at 930 Downing Street. (DAT teams
are the ones who go out in the middle of the night--or anytime--and help
people who have been in a local disaster. We help with motel fees and
reservations, blankets, pet aid, and whatever needs to be done.) While I was
talking to team members, one of the other captains, Steve Watts, called me
to say that there were pet fatalities and pets that needed immediate
assistance as they had no carriers for evacuation. I told him to put the cats in
pillow cases and I would get help for them.
I called Lt. Aaron McSpadden from Denver Municipal Animal Shelter
(DMAS) and told him that we had clients with pets and needed a safe place
to put them--quickly. He dispatched animal control officers (ACOs) that
second, 2 trucks and 18 carriers were en route to pick up whatever animals
needed safety. Five cats were saved that night because of their fast response.
Big thanks go to the RTD lady (whose name I do not have) who was
responsible for getting an RTD bus on site right away in the wee hours of
the morning. She kept everyone safe, warm and sheltered overnight during
the initial chaos of the evacuation and was transportation to the ARC shelter.

Kris Field ready for action with cat
food, litter box and a lifetime of
accumulated experience and
knowledge. Photo by Margery Smith.

The calls kept going back and forth all night and into the next morning among Captain Steve Watts, Captain
Louise Lee Schoch and me. She informed me that there were a pair of birds that needed safety and perhaps a
dog. They were still in one of the apartments affected by the fire and the owner was in the Red Cross shelter.
During all of this time, I had many conversations with the apartment manager, Leah Henderson, who was doing
an amazing job of keeping me informed. We got permission from the owner to remove the birds, and once again
Lt. McSpadden sent out a truck. Later we found out that there was a severely injured kitty that had leaped from a
third floor apartment and sustained terrible injuries. Lt. McSpadden again sent ACOs out to take her to the
emergency room. By now it was 11:58 a.m.
I requested that there be an extensive search of all apartments that held pets
that had not been accounted for. I was told that there were no pets that we
had not taken out except two missing brown and white cats. One turned out
to be the calico that was severely injured. So imagine my surprise when, two
weeks later, I got a call from the apartment manager saying the reclamation
men had seen a white cat in one of the apartments. Once again I called Lt.
McSpadden and had him send out a truck. As the apartment manager had
gone for the day, they came back again the NEXT morning and took the
white kitty immediately to the emergency room as he had been without food
or water for two weeks and presumed dead. Good news was that he turned
out to be ok.

Steve and Kris. Photo by Margery
Smith.

The white kitty belonged to Steve, named
"Shindu," which Steve tells me means
"happy dragon." The problem NOW was
getting Shindu back to Steve since the
residents of the complex are all being
housed at a motel in Aurora near I-70 and
Steve has no transportation. At record heat
outside, there was no way he could carry
Shindu on a public bus.
Shindu. Photo by Margery Smith.
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Once more, Lt. McSpadden came to the rescue. Two of his ACOs, Josh Rolfe and Isaac Ben Joseph, at my
request, found a beautiful donated carrier, cleaned it themselves, put a soft pad into it for the trip as well as a
little mousie (which turned out to be the ONLY toy Shindu had), packed him up along with a litter box, litter,
scooper, some dishes and cat food. Can you imagine Steve's joy when he opened the door and there were two
Denver uniformed officers at his door with his kitty? Grateful does not begin to cover it.
I will now skip ahead to Margaret. Her kitty was at
DMAS for almost five weeks and she needed to retrieve
her; however, she had no transportation and did not have
the pet fee, which was $157.13. This is where I changed
over from Red Cross volunteer to Barnwater Cats
volunteer and I put out a call to get donations. Margery
Smith and I got together some toys for Shindu and some
food donations and when we went out to the motel to pay
the pet deposit for Margaret's cat, Sweet Georgia Brown,
we got to meet Steve and Shindu and took some photos.
It was obvious that Shindu totally adored his dad and it
worked both ways! We left a small litter box with litter
in it and scooper and cat food in the office for Margaret
and I paid her pet fee.
The next
morning,
once
again
ACOs Josh and Isaac saddled up and brought Georgia to the
motel. They did the same thing: cleaned a BEAUTIFUL
donated carrier and put a soft pad into it and delivered her to
Margaret's door. Gay Dickerson drove out with me, and
together we furnished a brand new bed, a blanky, a litter box, 30
pounds of litter, new toys, and some cat dishes as well as
additional cat food for Sweet Georgia Brown. It was awesome.
Margery Smith loading pet food, toys and other supplies
for the fire victims. Photo by Kris Field.

Ebony.
Photo by Fred Reese.

Then just when I thought all was well,
Sweet Georgia Brown with her mom Margaret.
I got a call from the service
Photo by Kris Field.
coordinator for the apartments saying
that there was still another client who
needed money for his pet fee and would not
be able to pay it due to his out-of-pocket
medical expenses. It had now been over a
month since Fred had had his kitty, Ebony,
living with him, so BCRO got into high gear
and once again sought donations. Thanks
once again to our generous donors, we
raised the money we needed. Now we just
had to get it in cash to Fred.

BCRO had its annual yard sale June 15 and at that time our fabulous
volunteers, Justin Loerwald, Andrea Luethge, Gay Dickerson and
Sweet Georgia Brown with Kris. Photo by
Eluise Marvin, packed up the nicest of the unsold clothing into about
Margery Smith.
six boxes and stacked them on our front porch. After many phone
calls to the reps from the apartment complex during which they stated
that they were unable to accept the clothing, citing "lack of space" as the reason, I decided I needed to do it myself. I enlisted the help of clients Diane and Margaret and dear friend Liz DiPaolo in this "great clothing fest."
Liz and I loaded up the boxes early Friday afternoon (and I loaded up more cat food, catnip and toys for Ebony)
and we drove back out to the motel. There we were met by Margaret, who got a luggage rack, and all three of us
managed to get the clothing up to Diane's room and piled onto her bed for later distribution. You must
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remember that these poor people affected by this terrible fire have no clothing or personal effects--they do not
even know what they have left in their apartments, if anything. If Diane had not accepted this delivery of
clothing into her room, we would have had no place to take the donations. Thank you Margaret, thank you
Diane. You are true heroes. Thank you also to Katie Bonamasso and Kristi Roybal of Mercy Housing and Leah
Henderson of Franconia Apartments. Special thanks to Kristen Gietzen, American Red Cross, for your help and
support and for letting me do my job; and a million thanks to Lori Geres, also of American Red Cross, for
always, always being there, and for always listening. You are amazing.
And in closing, I want to say that I
currently have over 25 pages of notes,
and my contacts with Denver Animal
Control as listed above do not even
begin to cover the number of times I
called and asked for help. Every
request that I made was granted and
everyone involved in this extremely
sad fire performed over and above
what was expected. There are quite a
number of Denver Municipal staff
who are now wearing angel's wings!
Fred examines the pet fee deposit
statement marked "paid," thanks to
BCRO. Photo by Kris Field.

Sweet Georgia Brown loving her new
Thank you Alice Nightengale, Executive
donated cat bed. Photo by Kris Field.
Director of the Denver Municipal
Shelter, for housing these pets, for
providing a safe place for them while their guardians were displaced. Thank
you Aaron McSpadden for answering my hundreds of calls and filling every
request to the max. Thank you Josh and Isaac for your compassion and kindness
and excellence of service. Thank you Steve and Louise for being on site and for
relaying the
information so
clearly and
quickly to me so
that we could
get these pets to
safety; and
thank you to the
Fellow cat rescuer Liz DiPaolo,
Red Crossers
who helped take clothes to the
who set up and
motel. Photo by Kris Field.
ran and broke
down the shelter
and to the other volunteers who assisted with
other pieces of this fire response.

To those of you who were financially able to
Diane with boxes of donated clothing. She graciously agreed to
respond with money, there are no words for you
store the clothing in her own room prior to distribution. It would
except thank you thank you and God bless you in
not have happened without her help. Photo by Kris Field.
every way. You are the angels who brought hope
to Fred and Steve and Margaret, and bought them pet supplies and put their babies back into their arms. It may
have been one person directing the traffic during this disaster but at all times, every single day, you ALL were
the wind beneath my wings and I thank God for you!

Ongoing thanks to these Denver area vet clinics and their vets who provide discounted medical
services to the shelter's cats, without which the shelter could not survive:
Pets on Broadway, 2232 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80210. (303) 282-0808
Evans East Animal Hospital, 5353 East Evans Avenue, Denver, CO 80222. (303) 757-7881
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RECENT DONATIONS TO THE SHELTER OF $10 OR MORE as of July 2, 2013
Without your support, there would be no cat shelter. Every donation goes directly to the cats for vet care,
food, shelter and all other associated costs such as licensing and property taxes. We pay no salaries.

Lions ($1,000 or more), Liz Drennen, Lauretta Boyd Charitable Trust, Eluise Marvin, Bob Rhue
Tigers ($500 or more), Gay Dickerson, Eileen Shellman, Jean Van Loan, Sharyn and Robert Vogel
Jaguars ($200 or more), Ed and Norma Bixby, Barbara Johnson, Cindy K., Heidi MacInyre,
Sharon Nelson, Margery Smith, Dr. Terese Snowden, Annette Stearman, Tim, Tania & Ryan Wells,
Suzanne Young, The PetCo Foundation

Leopards ($100 or more), Jackie Clark, Liz DiPaolo, Pam Dickerson, Lois Eckhoff, Gary-Williams Oil,
Cleo Hendrickson, Carole Horton, Sara Johnston, Kate Merrill, Tana Pittman, Sandra Russell-Owens,
Val Spencer, Barbara Walker, Debbie West, Wendy Williams, Wayne, Nancy and Lulu Winsand,
Mary Woodard, Sally Young

Ocelots ($50 or more), Barbara and Joe Arenal, Pam Beets, Darlene Clarke, Kathleen Deignan,
Kathy Lehr, Justin Loerwald, Ann Martinez, Jo Niemi, Shirlee Powell

Margays ($10 or more), Lisa Boyum, Ann Regan Caffrey, Rhonda Green, Carole and Bob Levin,
Leslie Linville, Linda Martin, Mell McDonnell

A big thank you to the Lauretta Boyd Charitable Trust, which made a beyond generous grant to
the shelter to enable it to continue its mission.
Continuing thanks to Denver area PetCo stores for discounting its bulk litter to BCRO.
No litter equals no cat shelter!

INTRODUCING GREEN HANDMADE
This newsletter does not usually accept advertising, but we wanted to tell you about a new business by our very
own Rhonda Green, a wonderful volunteer for many years and the one person we have to thank for creating and
maintaining the BCRO website (barnwatercats.org). Rhonda also does the Petfinder account and helps Kris with
computer problems and questions. We hope you will consider supporting her (and in turn the shelter!).
Rhonda formulated her own skin care products from all natural ingredients and tested them for months on
herself, her mother, her young daughter and a friend--these lotions will not sting or irritate your skin. For every
purchase, Rhonda will donate 20% of the proceeds to Barnwater Cats!
Offerings:
Facial Cleanser, 8oz ~ $10.00
Eye Make-up Remover, 8oz ~ $10.00
Moisturizing Lotion, 8oz ~ $12.00,
made with aloe vera gel and beeswax

Calendula Lotion, 8oz ~ $12.00,
made with calendula infused oil, coconut oil and beeswax

Room Filling Scented Candles, 8oz ~ $12.00
Available Scents (made from soy wax): Warm Apple Pie; Cinnamon; Mountain Pine; Vanilla; Strawberry; Pumpkin Spice;
Twilight Woods; Home for the Holidays or any other scent you desire custom made

Please call or email Rhonda Green ~ 303-725-8850 ~ rhondagreen28@yahoo.com. Shipping and delivery
options are available.
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CATS AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION
There are three cats at Barnwater ready for their forever home. More information on each one can be found on
Petfinder.com, or call Kris at the shelter: 303-759-2855.

SARAH:

I'm a happy girl, although I am lonely.
My room at the shelter has everything I need except
my forever family. Please take me home to let me
love you. I'll put my front paws on your chest to greet
you and then purr and drool and beg to be petted.
I'm about three years old and was rescued from the
Denver Municipal Animal Shelter by Kris because I
was on the euthanasia list. I'm healthy and have had
all necessary tests, vaccinations and recent wellness
exam and am ready to go out the door to go home
with you.

ZOOEY:

I'm just adorable! I'm also sweet and friendly and am used
to being around dogs and other cats. I have an outgoing personality and
love to play with my friend and brother Mac. I like to purr all the time
and love to be held. Strangers are not strangers to me for long.
I've had all my tests, been spayed and microchipped. As a young
female, I'm looking for my forever home where I can be part of
someone's life. Although I would not pass up that forever home, it
would be especially sweet to have my brother/buddy Mac go with me.
All photos by Kris Field.

MAC:

Just like my sister Zooey, I'm playful and get along well with cats and dogs and especially people.
I'm a young orange tabby male, completely healthy, chipped and ready to love you and be loved by you--be
warned: I consider anything not nailed down (an apple, a hamburger bun, a spoon) to be a toy. And I would
especially love to be adopted along with Zooey--we are a fabulous pair!

ANNUAL HOLIDAY BAZAAR RETURNS.
Bigger than ever--twice as much new merchandise!
Dates, probably in October, will be announced soon.
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RECENT ADOPTIONS
Taz, adopted by Tamara Greer
[Editor's Note: Taz is the feral cat Kris lured in to the shelter with a toy. After months of socializing, Taz was
adopted by Tammy, who gives us this update.] Taz is doing great. She has let me hold her a couple of times
briefly. Have left the door open for awhile today. Lola [Tammy's other cat] came in and did a little sniffing
around. Taz and she did a little stare down but neither one was aggressive with each other. Lola has gone her
own way and seems to not care. Taz is staying in her room, just hanging out on the couch and exploring the
room; both seem very calm. So I'll leave the door open for awhile but will close it again when I go to bed.

Taz and Lola taking a break from playing with
each other. Photo by Tammy Greer.

Taz enjoying her new indoor life, carefully camouflaged.
Photo by Tammy Greer.

Garfield and Cutie, adopted by the Vogels
[Editor's Note: Cutie and Garfield came to Barnwater Cats from the St.
Croix shelter Pets from Paradise. After having them for over a year, to
give them a better chance for adoption, Kris transferred them to Cat Care
Society. Thank you to Abbi Collins
for your kind assist in this
adoption. Robert and Sharyn
Vogel adopted them from Cat
Care Society, each falling in love
with a different cat. Here in
Sharyn's words is how these two
cats have been doing.]

Sharyn with Barnwater Cat Daisy.
Photo by Kris Field.

We [Sharyn and Robert Vogel]
truly feel that we are the luckiest
folks around for "Cutie" and
"Garfield" are the most loving,
interesting, vigorously active,
snugly, respectful, absolutely
Melissa Pieffer and her family
with Garfield and Cutie, all five
adorable kitties
fresh from their flight from the St.
we've ever
Croix animal shelter. Photo by
encountered. We
Kris Field.
love them dearly
and they love us back in equal measure. Our lives have
been immeasurably enriched by these two furry best
friends. We are so very grateful to all the folks involved
in rescuing these two wonderful creatures.
Best buddies Garfield and Cutie at Barnwater Cats.
Photo by Kris Field.
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NEW ARRIVALS AT RAINBOW BRIDGE
SHEBA, Saying Goodbye to a Lifelong Friend, by Dena Barret
My mom's beloved cat Sheba went peacefully to the Rainbow
Bridge on April 5, 2013. Sheba outlived her first mama and
unfortunately bounced around to several unsuitable homes for
several months. Then she found her new forever home with my
mom. She was about 15 to 17 years old when she left us. She slept
in my arms all night. She would travel back and forth between
here and there. She would fade out and then come back and pick
her head up, look me squarely in the eyes and report about her
visit to the other side. I assured her of our love for her and told her
we would find her again someday and she could cross over
whenever she was ready. Finally, just after 7:30 Friday morning,
she told me goodbye one last time and, purring very hard with
Beautiful Sheba. Photo by Dena Barret.
each breath, took her final trip to the Bridge. Her final breath was
a purr. She had lived with my mom for about 10 to 11 years and
the vet originally said she was 5 to 6 when she came to live with her. Our hearts are broken but we know she is
happy and will visit with her first mama for a while until her last mama joins her.

GOODBYE TO QUEEN ANNE by Eileen Shellman
My sweet baby girl is gone. She pretty much stopped eating and drinking this weekend, although Monday was
somewhat better. We took her to the vet late yesterday afternoon and they did blood work and an x-ray since her
kidneys felt enlarged. They definitely were. She was dehydrated and they gave her sub-q fluids and we were
taking her back to try to get a urine sample at 8:00 a.m. this morning, April 16.
She had a seizure a little before 7, then another at 7:15 and another on the way to the vet. Her BUN and creatinin
were sky high; her kidneys had shut down. She had another seizure while they were putting in the catheter. I
held her while we ended her suffering. We had a great five years with her.
Queen Anne,
rescued by Eileen
from a New
Orleans trailer
park when her
owner died.
Annie would
otherwise have
been homeless.
Photos by Eileen
Shellman.

GOODBYE TO ALEXANDER
Debbie West and Lois Eckhoff lost their baby Alexander on
April 18. They made the very difficult decision to have Zandy
euthanized because of a rapid decline due to cancer. He stopped
eating, isolated himself and would not socialize. Even though
the diagnosis couldn't be confirmed, it was decided that the only
humane thing to do was to end his suffering. Debbie, Lois and
their remaining cat Monte will miss him greatly.
Handsome Alexander. He was originally a Barnwater Cat.
Photo by Kris Field.
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KINA VAN LOAN by Joan Van Loan

Lovely Kina in December 2012.
Photo by Joan Van Loan.

Kina crossed the Rainbow Bridge on May 7, 2013, at the age of 20
years plus 8 months. Of all my cats, she was the smallest and, when
young, the busiest, in and out of sinks, wastepaper baskets and
cupboards high and low. I would come home from work to find that
she had hurled her 7 pounds at rocking chairs and the potted fig tree,
knocking them down. Then, attracted to any open drawer with clothes,
she discovered how to ascend a built-in chest by hanging on a lower
drawer until it rolled out, then moving up to the next one. On cold
winter nights I would zip her up in my heavy jacket with only her head
showing and we'd walk around the back yard before retiring. And
always, till the very end, she would put her sweet self on me whenever
I was reading or watching television or stretched out on the couch or in
bed. I miss you, Kina, of blessed memory.

JENNY by Diana Whelen
Jenny and 29 other kitties were rescued by MaxFund from the
basement of an elderly woman who had died. Jenny was
pregnant and sick with pneumonitis. Her kittens were stillborn
and months later she was well and put up for adoption. I had
gone to the facility to donate several dog crates and was
"invited" to visit the kitty rooms. Jenny was in a crate at eye
level and we looked at each other and fell in love. She was an
only pet for a year, but a little stray adopted us when we were
in Texas. $400 later, the stray was named Gracie and a month
after that, Jenny accepted her. The two of them have been
playmates, wrestling opponents, mutual groomers and sleeping
mates. Jenny developed mammary tumors and had surgery, but
the cancer had metastasized. She had six months of pretty good
health until the tumors came back and I made the decision to
send her over the Rainbow Bridge before she worsened.

R.I.P. Jenny, 6/5/13. Photo by Diana Whelen.

JINX WOLFF by Linda Wolff, little boy of Linda Wolff and Patty Esensee
As you know only too well, it isn't the loss at the moment, rather, it's the loss you feel day after day, days and
weeks and months afterwards. That emptiness, that void, that loss, that's what's hard to cope with . . . and then
you look back to those last moments, when the vet takes care of . . . of . . . letting the loved one leave . . . and the
agony replays itself all over again, only, it isn't until after a long time, that that last vision, as the loved one is
released from its physical body, that slowly the agony of loss eventually diminishes. And then the pain, one day,
then another day some time later, and then another day, gradually evinces less anguish. And finally the pain of
loss begins to soften.

IN LOVING MEMORY OF MAU AND STARDANCER. Norma and Ed Bixby, long-time supporters
of BCRO, celebrate the life and mourn the loss of their two beloved cats, Mau and Stardancer.

THANKS AGAIN TO OUR PRINTER
Barnwater Cats gives a continuing big thanks to Bill Egan of Egan Printing for printing the newsletter.

Egan Printing Company
1245 Elati Street • Denver, CO 80204-3612 • 303-534-0171
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MUFASA by Kris Field, December 28, 2012
I paid my bill at the clinic and waited while they made a clay imprint of your paw, standing at the desk crying.
Then I walked out into the dark to the icy sidewalk to my car, carrying an empty carrier, still warm inside on the
flannel mat, warm from where your body had just been.

Mufasa relaxing at the shelter. Photo by Kris Field.

I drove home to the shelter and
proceeded to clean your room,
the room that you started out in
when I took you from the
Denver Municipal Animal
Shelter December 14, 2011. Of
course, it had not been the room
you lived in for many many
months, since you and I decided
with the rest of my kitty family
that you were to live WITH us
and sleep in our bed, where you
purred me to sleep every night.

Mufasa and his friends
Shannon and Daisy, playing
with their Christmas toys just
weeks before his death.
Photo by Kris Field.

And now, as I think about
calling someone, a friend, someone who could be sad with me and help me to get
through this, I think, "Why? all I can do is cry and what kind of phone call is
that?" So, I will go on with my evening and I will go on with the year, and the
next year and things will be the same around me but forever changed by the fact that you were here.

I love you Muffy, and where you are now there is no pain. And as you walk around your new home, the place
where prayers originate, know that my broken heart will mend with time and that my life is forever better
because you were in it. May the angels fly thee home.

ONE DONATION MADE A HUGE DIFFERENCE by Kris Field
I would like to thank Bob Rhue in particular for his recent $1,000 donation. He made a HUGE difference to not
only save lives but also to provide for the best medical care. That money allows us to make informed and
humane medical decisions BECAUSE of the medical information that we have.
We differ from other shelters in that we take older cats to try to get them "fixed up" and on their way to their
forever home. When we took Mufasa from the Municipal shelter, we were told he was about 6 years old, but
later found out that he was more like 12, or even older, who knows. But he cleaned up nicely and we gave him a
dental, blood panel, exam, microchip, fecal and vet exams.
Over the year we did an ultrasound and found that he had only one kidney and it was not so great; and in
October he suffered from the vestibular vertigo that curiously enough I also suffer from. He pulled out of that.
But now something got the best of him, kidney failure--who knows what--but when I took him into the vet for
the last time on Friday, I was able to make a humane and smart decision based on the multiple and complete
medical information at my fingertips. That information did not come cheaply and if not for people like Bob,
people who support these abandoned strays with no voice and no friends or family, we could not have provided
him with this outstanding veterinary care and this happy, healthy lifestyle for just over a year.
And additional thanks to Bob, who is a volunteer at Dumb Friends
League, who arranged for Barnwater Cats to receive many pet beds that
had been donated to DDFL. Barnwater Cats distributed them to various
cat rescue organizations and people. There were no strings attached but
they could not be resold.
Thank you Bob, thank you forever. Bless you and your beautiful spirit
and generous heart.
An example of the pet bed. Photo by Bob Rhue.
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OVER 30 YEARS OF VOLUNTEER SERVICE
Kris Field has devoted more than 30 years to volunteer service work for animal welfare and for the community.
In addition to rescuing and sheltering cats, feral cat TNR and advocating for animals, she has been active with
the American Red Cross and The Humane Society of the United States, American Humane Association and the
State of Colorado's Animal Response Team, working with these agencies during fires and assisting with cat
seizures from hoarding situations. And Kris has never received a penny in salary throughout these years. Let's
keep her work going--your donations and kitty sponsorships enable Kris to continue her service to all of us.
Kris at various hoarding seizure
sites, involving both cats and
dogs, and with several of the
cats and kittens she has rescued
over the years.

Kris describes her relationship with the cats by using a line borrowed
from Paul Simon's Bridge Over Troubled Water©:
"Oh when you need a friend, I'm

sailing right behind . . ."
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BARNWATER BOARDING, Back by Popular Demand
Kris began her cat boarding business in 1991 and supported herself and also the strays and ferals on her
property. At some point, the strays and freebies outnumbered the paying customers and her focus shifted from
boarding to rescuing. Each of the three spacious rooms can comfortably house one or more cats at a time.

Two of the three rooms: Bunk Bed room on the left and the Corner Room with Mufasa on the right. Photos by Kris Field.

Now, due to rapidly escalating veterinary costs (a
record $4,500 for the first five months of 2013), Kris
is opening the shelter to boarding once again. As you
can see from these photos, cats have first class
accommodations with round-the-clock attention.
Special cat diets are a specialty. One room will
always be reserved for boarding.

Sarah enjoying the Pine Room. Photos by Kris Field.

Why board with Kris? Your cat will have the run of
the room--no cages. Rooms are kept spotlessly clean.
Litter boxes are emptied three times a day and fresh
food is supplied throughout the day. Filtered water is
changed daily. Kris is a registered laboratory
technologist and knows cats inside and out, so your
cat will have expert 24-hour a day care.
Please call Kris at 303-759-2855 for more information or
to reserve a room.

A FUTURE FOR BARNWATER CATS
After devoting decades, and most of her savings, to animal rescue and advocacy, Executive Director Kris Field
is facing a crisis: can the shelter continue? In spite of grants, donations and her own savings, the time is coming
when it will not be possible to continue. Approximately 5,000 cats owe their lives and well-being to Kris, not to
mention the many others who benefited from changes in the laws and animal welfare programs she helped bring
about.
In spite of several debilitating medical conditions (hernia, torn tendons at ankle and shoulder), Kris continues
with her work. If you were to phone a dozen cat shelters in the Denver Metro area, the only live person you will
likely talk to will be Kris. Others have you leave messages that are rarely returned or just have recorded
information. Kris takes the time to respond.
Volunteers support Kris's efforts, but most of us are "little ole ladies" with limitations of our own. We believe in
her mission and do what we can to keep it going, but we need more. If you have put off donating, now is the
time. And if you have any fundraising ideas, please contact Eluise at 303-733-5779. And if you are good at grant
applications, your help would be invaluable. In short, if we continue to help cats (and animals in general), it will
be because the community cares enough to keep it going.
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IN HONOR OF OUR BARNWATER CATS NOW OVER THE RAINBOW BRIDGE
by Kris Field
How will I know it's you?
When the stars tuck themselves behind
Velvet sheets of purple
Or the sun closes her eyes
For the brief moment that we know as "death" . . .
How will I know it's you?
When the splendor of the sunset
Fades into impenetrable darkness
Or the moon sighs gently,
As he lays his head on the horizon . . .
How will I know it's you?
When the fragrance of an Autumn leaf
Explodes into a sea of gold
Or the paradox of a shimmering snow-flake
Illuminates a wintry sky . . .
Always and forever,
I'll know you:
By the way you touched my life,
By the way you captured my heart,
By the way you brought your connection with God
Into the spirit of my soul-And in the silence of a crescent moon, I make this pledge to you:
I'll keep my heart's door open
And the angels by my side;
And I'll picture your sweet, forever face
Until we meet again.
Barnwater Rainbow Cats,
clockwise from top left:
Mandy
Honeybear
Autumn
Honeybear and Sugarbear
Tigerlily
Clancy McTabby
Alexander Bojangles
Calyx
All photos by Kris Field, except Mandy is
by Eluise Marvin.
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